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Firefighter helmet Tytan
2004170

The TYTAN firefighter helmet is designed to be used by rescuers, during roadside service operations, natural disasters,
bush fires, forest fires and for industrial risks.

Those helmets were designed with the requirements and increased need of firefighters ; the production of a helmet
and materials used offer a maximum protection of the user’s head. New solutions aim at improving its performances
and, for example, reduce loads of the firefighter’s head during rescue operations. This helmet is made by using the
latest technologies and the best materials. It guarantees the highest level of safety, even under the most extreme
conditions.

The helmet is delivered in red (standard variant) or white (according to customer's order). The helmet components are
a neck guard made of fireproof textiles and safety goggles. The big advantage of this helmet is its weight which
is approx. 700 grams.

Technical specifications

Certified according to:

EN 16471:2014 (The standard for firefighter helmets for wildland fire fighting)
EN 16473:2014 (The standard for firefighter helmets. Helmets intended for technical rescue)
EN 397 (Standard for helmets. Protection against falling objects)
EN 12492 (Standard for mountaineering helmets. For working at height and protection against impact)

Features:

Material: retardant polyamide PA 6.6 glass fibre-reinforced plastic
With paint coating
Natural leather lining with insert
Shock-absorbing made of polyurethane foam
Adjustable ventilation system
3 points jugular + fixation clip
Belts system
Adjustable head size (52-66cm)
Adjustable helmet wearing height with detachable screen or glasses
Short neck curtain made of flame-retardant fabric
Multifunctional mounting bracket for breathing mask/flashlight
Reflective strips
Color : red

Benefits of the product:
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The helmet shell is made of retardant polyamide PA 6.6, glass fibre-reinforced plastic, and ensures a high
mechanical and thermal restistance
Shock-absorbing insert made of polyurethane foam
The main belt is equipped with an adjustment system with which you can change the helmet’s position and
postition correctly the helmet on the head
Ventilation system
The 3-point chinstrap with quick-action fixture clip guarantees an optimum grip of the helmet
Multifunctional mounting bracket for breathing mask/flashlight
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